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Emerging Markets Intelligence & Research (EMIR) is an advisory firm that serves CEOs of multinational
companies, local family trading conglomerates, SMEs and senior government officials. Driven by a belief in the
value of local, high-profile connections and a deep understanding of regional markets, EMIR is a firm that delivers
actionable intelligence, connections and content to over +1,000 decision-makers.

ABOUT

BOARDROOM BY EMIR

Boardroom by EMIR is the Middle East’s most selective and influential intelligence network for CEOs, government
officials and other high achievers. Membership is by invitation-only. Many of the world’s most prominent
companies are already members of Boardroom by EMIR – their leaders finding that its mix of market intelligence,
governmental insights, peer-to-peer networking and HQ support is an irreplaceable tool in achieving regional
success.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CEOs of large private sector companies in the UAE will follow the government in changing to a
Saturday-Sunday weekend, according to a survey by Emerging Markets Intelligence & Research (EMIR).
Most of these senior decision-makers, however, will not shift to a two-and-half-day weekend; instead,
they plan to create a mechanism that allows for religious observance on Fridays while maintaining a
focus on productivity. Leaders of companies that are heavily dependant on technology-enabled remote
working are less concerned about the change than those organisations with location-based staff. Data
in this briefing document are based on a survey of 106 UAE-based regional CEOs (or equivalent title
as regional No. 1) of large international companies. Further insights were gleaned from 11 roundtable
discussions with 116 CEOs, of whom 10 represented the public sector.

UAE WEEKEND CHANGE

KEY INSIGHTS

• Some 89% of decision-makers will move to the new
weekend come January 2022. For most firms there
will be little reason not to change, especially those
that work with government or those that employ
large numbers of nationals, such as the banking
sector. Only 11% of respondents are taking a wait
and see approach while nobody said that they are
unwilling to change.
• However, some 90% will not shift to a four-anda-half-day work week. The vast majority of those
planning to change to the new weekend will not
follow in the footsteps of the public sector and
adopt the shorter working week. Just 10% are
taking a take a wait and see approach. Most private
sector leaders said they will opt for a five-day
workweek ending on Friday but flexibility for devout
employees will be provided.
• Most firms will opt for the “Turkey-type model”.
Companies are planning to follow the Turkey model
whereby staff are given time to attend midday
prayer but are expected back to the office. How
companies offer that flexibility will become an
increasingly important point amid a global battle
for talent, especially given the regional dynamics
as Riyadh aims to lure investment and talent away
from the UAE. A smaller group, which could be
probably stereotyped as the tech-enabled, remote
working Silicon Valley-type companies, will offer
flexi-work from home on Friday (or every day for that
matter, in which case it matters naught).

• Almost all CEOs welcomed the announcement.
Respondents outlined the benefits for the UAE as a
global commercial hub and the ability to align with
colleagues in other international markets. The new
working week will also support international trade
and business by ensuring smooth financial, trade
and economic transactions with countries that
follow a Saturday-Sunday weekend.
• Still, near-term disruption to regional operations
is a concern. The main apprehension among
business leaders is around the potential disruption
to overseeing clients and employees across the
region, not least in Saudi Arabia. Back in 2006,
when the UAE switched its weekend to Friday and
Saturday (from Thursday and Friday), it was followed
by the kingdom and the rest of the GCC. It is not
inconceivable that the kingdom once again, follows
suit in the coming years. With Saudi policymakers
keen to diversify the economy and challenge the
UAE in key sectors, Riyadh will be wary of allowing
the Emirates to gain an advantage from the
calendar change.
• Companies are considering creating blended work
timetables. Work-life balance was cited numerous
times as a key issue for UAE-based business
leaders amid fears that Sunday becomes an
unofficial workday to serve regional clients. While
other countries in the region maintain a Friday and
Saturday weekend, UAE-based MNCs may need to
adopt flexible working hours (something accounted
for in the UAE’s new labour law, which comes into
effect on February 2nd, 2022).
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HOW COMPANIES WILL FOLLOW THE GOVERNMENT IN CHANGING
TO A SATURDAY-SUNDAY WEEKEND
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HOW COMPANIES WILL OFFER WORKING FLEXIBILITY ON FRIDAYS

Flexi-work on Friday
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Potential disruption to
overseeing clients and
employees across the
region

MAIN CONCERN RELATED TO THE WEEKEND CHANGE

Sunday could quickly
become an unofficial
workday to serve regional
clients

Blended work timetables
that allow different staff
to work different days in
order to satisfy regional
requirements
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EMIR Private VIP Meetings
• EMIR will tap into its VIP network to fill an exclusive room with your potential customers, stakeholders or
influencers
• All event engineering from A-Z (i.e. live content, agenda creation, MC, moderators and speakers all created
and provided by EMIR)
• Engage with your clients through custom VIP meetings (e.g. create a CXO club)

Thought Leadership

Custom Research

• Briefing papers

• Market entry reports

• White papers

• Sector analysis

• Digital content

• Custom research reports

• Mini documentaries

• In-house briefings

Public Speaking
• Facilitation/Moderation
• MENA Business Market Outlooks (i.e. conferences, in-house strategy meetings)

EMIR Membership Packages
• Sponsorship/Partnership: Boardroom by EMIR and/or EMIR Commercial
• Boardroom by EMIR Membership: CEOs/Regional No. 1’s
• EMIR Commercial Membership: CMOs, CCOs & Heads of Sales & Marketing

EMIR Private VIP Meetings
Watch here

LEARN MORE
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www.emirintelligence.com
Emerging Markets Intelligence & Research (EMIR)
@EMIRresearch
#EMIRresearch
EMIR | Emerging Markets Intelligence & Research

Please Note:
This report has been prepared by EMIR as an internal resource for members.
While every effort has been made to verify the accuracy of this information,
EMIR can not accept any responsibility or liability for reliance by any person on
this report, or any of the information, opinions or conclusions set out within.
This document is confidential, and strictly for internal use of EMIR members.
Distribution of this document, in whole or in part, to any person outside the
member organisation would amount to an infringement of intellectual property.

Level 1, Office 124, Building 9
Media City, Dubai
U.A.E. P.O. Box 29805
Phone: +971 4 558 8197
Email: frankmccarthy@emirintelligence.com
Website: www.emirintelligence.com
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